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About This Game

Try. Try again. In Rewind you can clone yourself and manipulate time to solve both the puzzles and the mystery of why you are
here. Use the weapons at your disposal to eliminate your enemies, even if it's yourself. Can you make it to the exit? You can

only count on yourselves.

Created by Rachel "Angel_Mapper" Cordone, author of the award winning Unreal Tournament 3 mod "Prometheus", Rewind is
the debut game from Stubborn Horse Studios.
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Title: Rewind
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Stubborn Horse Studios
Publisher:
Stubborn Horse Studios
Release Date: 31 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or higher.

Processor: 2.0+ GHz processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: SM3-compatible video card

Storage: 1400 MB available space

English
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Shame to see this game be completely dead, refreshed server browser to find 1 server in sydney with 2 people in it.
its a good game tho. Bought coz i have fun with this game when i was little baby. A good game that suffers terribly from a lack
of fast travel, Sacra Terra is an enjoyable HOG that can be completed in roughly 3 hours, depending on how quickly you speed
through. The story is decent enough, and there is enough variety in the areas that you don't feel like you're going back to the
same scene over and over again in the main game (the bonus level is a bit more restrained and suffers in repetition as a result). If
you enjoy HOGs you'll like this, especially if you enjoyed House of 1000 Doors as there's a similar kind of style to both games..
I loved it, simple as that.. I once visited Kykuit, the estate of the Rockefeller family\u2014possibly the wealthiest family in
human history. I thought it was so cool that they had a multi-story art museum in their house.

Now I have a multi-story art museum in my house. And so can you, for the very reasonable price of FREE.

Virtual reality is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing awesome.. damn I bought this game and there is no one for me to play with so I
bought another controller and am now playing with myself, if you are reading this don't bother buying this game because there is
no chance in hell you are going to have more fun than I am right now. My left hand just got salty because my right hand is using
catbot to pierce through my left hand's vanguard's shield so I was only able to type this review out with my right hand for my
left hand is too busy trying to refund the game at the same time. send help.. Just play Golden Axe instead.. I only buy Games
that have Steam Trading Cards with them or Achievements....This does not have any cards....Check the market and you will see
that there is none. I did buy this with a Discount Coupon 66%.. Lot's of love and thought put into the systems behind this indie
game. It's also fun to play. Which is nice.
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Hey, Creator, I don't know how to beat the level where you need to go underground. It's the last level before you go to the other
biome. I tried everything. I researched it and since the game is basically almost unknown, I couldn't find anything. If you could
help that's be amazing! Anyway, It is a great game, I only don't know how to get past that.. Graphics are stunning and the levels
are really competitive. Sadly it's too hard for me D:. its nerf or nothin. Very nice short story that works well in VR. I have
played this game so many hours on dvd, and it is really good, i will recomend this!
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